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MOVEMENT. We thought it might
have something to do with water, with
migration, with tectonics or with music. As
it turns out, it has everything to do with all
those things. Movement is the meandering
or raging river, the passing of time, the
evolution of science and the transformation
of memories. It is also disturbance brought
about by fire, as Ben Horan shows us in
his haunting piece of short fiction, and it
is what’s left behind in the wake of forced
relocation. It’s first-time road trips through
places known only through the legacy of
family, as illustrated in David James Duncan’s
characteristically witty piece on dead fathers
and country music. Eva Saulitis’ heartbreaking
story of movement through illness and
seasons brings us closer to understanding the
very nature of transition, our obsession with
the future, and the confounding notion of
permanence. Movement is also, simply, birds,
whose frenetic grace is stilled on these pages
in images from several superlative Western
photographers. As the writers and artists
featured in this issue show us, movement is
the only constant. Our bodies move through
days, through time, through physical space.
Our cells are in constant motion, multiplying,
growing, dying. Our thoughts, our minds, flit
like hummingbirds from one idea to the next,
from one awareness to another. Stagnation
— of ideas or of bodies or of creativity — is
perhaps the most unnatural of natural states.
It’s all in motion, all of the time, and all we
must do is succumb to gravity, flow into the
current, or reach for the next handhold.

Onward.
Chandra and Lauren
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Interview
DIANA ROFFMAN

I am not a tree but my skin is split and scaling.

I am yes alive but my nails are measuring.
It’s all a little Stockholm Syndrome-esque,
the way we walk around with ourselves.

Our undone happiness thwarted by forgetting
and being happy. Or, in failing to see:
the way we fall over ourselves.

Snakeskin, tree bark, exo-everything.
Chime away as our insides melt inside
and our outsides stay perfectly still.
Banking on not being found:

I went skin first, then bone.

Metal-muscle, safety-pin.
Lean over yourself, your day,

the softness of what we pulse around.
This is not a sand dune.
This is not your mouth foaming,

the water riding itself higher being ourselves and the speed of ourselves.

The distances our bodies travel

even when we aren’t in them.

Or when we split open.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol24/iss1/1
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The Sea Star's Warning
NINA FINLEY
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Carkeek Beach, Puget Sound, February 19, 2006,
3:14 (low tide) to 4:46 pm

#1. Dog whelk, whitish-tannish, 1 inch, rough,
almost translucent shell
#2. Mask limpet, ¥2 inch, light brown stripes, offcenter peak, stuck to rock
#3. Unknown mussel, stuck to rocks, goldish, ? not
in book
#4. Ochre sea star, purple with rough white design,
hand-size, stuck to rock

stood ankle-deep in a Puget Sound tide
pool as I wrote the first entry in my little
green pocketbook, now swollen with graphite
and saltwater, warped to fit the curve of my hip. I
remember the thrill of matching that first sea star to
its photograph in my Seattle Aquarium pamphlet and
watching it transform from just another creature to
an identifiable species, Pisaster ochraceus.
Suddenly, I could know more about this animal
than it would ever know about itself. Sea stars are
carnivorous predators, I read on the pamphlets
laminated page. They don’t have eyes or noses, but
they can see light and dark through eyespots on the
tips of their arms and smell waterborne chemicals
through cells on their skin and tube feet. To move
nutrients around their bodies, sea stars use filtered
seawater instead of blood. When they hunt down a
clam or mussel, they pry it open with tiny suction-cup
feet and extrude their sack-shaped stomachs through
their mouths to digest the bivalves flesh. They crawl
at one foot per minute.
I could know all that, but the sea star in front
of me was still a stranger. I would never know where
this individual hatched, how far it travelled as a
planktonic larva, why it settled on the worn rocks of
Carkeek Beach, or how it would choose its next meal.
Absently, I brushed its glistening purple arm, and
the texture of embedded calcium pebbles abraded
my fingertips. I realized that if I were reduced to
my species name, Homo sapiens, it would include as
much information about me, and as little. Judging by
its size, the sea star was a mature adult. I was twelve
years old.
*

I

Seven years later, I returned to Carkeek Beach as
a sophomore in college. I had just studied evolution
and ecology for a year on the Galapagos Islands,
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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and now I was home in Seattle for one day before
moving up north to San Juan Island for a summer
research internship on the functional morphology
of fish jaws. Being a fish nerd, I decided to spend
my Saturday exploring the beach. I arrived at a vast
expanse of exposed rock and mud; I had stumbled
upon a spring tide, a phenomenon of extreme water
exchange that occurs when the sun and moon align
and combine their gravitational forces.
A volunteer naturalist, identifiable by her
royal-blue Seattle Aquarium vest, pointed out a
five-inch-long big skate stranded in a patch of
eelgrass and a clump of dog whelk eggs glued to a
stone like overcooked grains of rice. I wandered up
the beach, bathed in the pungent odor of rotting
seaweed, and came upon a boulder twice my
height. I began to search for sculpins, the spiny
subjects of my research, but got distracted by the
sea stars. Something was not right. Purple flesh
dripped from rocks like taffy left too long in the
sun. Detached legs decomposed inches away from
amputated bodies. White-and-mauve puddles
of melted echinoderm littered the sand. Was this
a natural process - an annual mortality event, a
result of the extreme low tide - or something else?
I asked the blue-vested naturalist about my
discovery.
“You haven’t heard of sea star wasting disease?”
she asked.
I hadn’t.
The naturalist explained that since June 2013,
a marine epidemic had emerged to confound
ecologists and sweep the Seattle Times front page.
Millions of native sea stars were dying along the
Pacific Coast from Baja California to southern
Alaska, their legs pulling away from their bodies,
their organs exuding through their skin.
“What’s the cause?” I asked.
“Well, nobody knows,” she answered. “That’s
the mystery.”

The next day, I took the ferry up to Friday
Harbor Laboratories and began my fish research,
but wasting sea stars kept creeping into my mind.
When I heard that a visiting marine disease
ecologist, Dr. Drew Harvell, was looking for field
assistants to help with a sea star survey, I dropped
the fish I was dissecting and jogged straight to her
laboratory to volunteer.
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol24/iss1/1
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Dr. Harvell’s graduate students, Morgan and
Mo, put me to work whenever I could find time
away from my own sculpin research. They taught
me to record disease severity on a five-point
scale, starting with a healthy sea star at score 0. To
score a 3, the majority of the sea star’s body had
to exhibit lesions, and an arm or two could be
missing. Score 5 was reserved for the queasy death
of wasting disease: a pile of slimy tissue bearing
little resemblance to the vibrant echinoderm from
whence it came.
That Sunday, Mo drove us across San Juan
Channel in her motorboat to count sea stars along
the sheltered beach of Ship Bay. “I could think of a
worse job!” she crowed over the roaring waves. Salty
wind made my brown ponytail dance, but it couldn’t
faze Mo’s tight black curls. We disembarked and
scoured every square centimeter of shore to the left
and right of our neon-yellow transect line, turning
rocks and peeking between boulders, recording the
size, species, and disease score of each sea star we
found. A pair of river otters popped up to impress
us with their somersaults, and a belted kingfisher
followed us up and down the beach hoping we
might stir up a fishy snack. The final count looked
promising: we recorded thirty-four ochre sea
stars, only a handful of which showed preliminary
signs of wasting. Mo was puzzled. Just around the
point, in Fishing Bay, the sea star population was
decimated by eighty percent mortality. I asked Mo
what she thought might be going on.
“If the disease is carried by a waterborne
pathogen,” Mo explained, “population mortality
could be higher in sheltered coves like Ship
Bay where the tides don’t flush the water as
well. Or maybe the pathogen prefers the higher
temperatures of shallow water.” Like any good
scientist, Mo refused to speak in certainties. “These
are just speculations,” she reminded me. “It could
be bacteria, virus, parasite, or fungus. It could
be waterborne or foodborne, or spread by direct
contact. It could be pollution, cancer, or something
totally unknown. As of now, we don’t know if
wasting disease is even caused by a pathogen at all.”

Bubbles flowed from my mouth as five, ten,
twenty feet of water pushed me down. Columns
of algae and plankton swept up past my mask, and
I descended into the deep, murky green of Friday
10
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Untitled by Courtney Gerard

Harbor. My fourteen-millimeter-thick wetsuit
protected me from hypothermia, but the fifty-five
degree water numbed my cheeks, my lips, and the
exposed strip of forehead between my mask and
hood. The only sound was the robotic rhythm of
my lungs inhaling compressed air and expelling
it back to the cold ocean, now slightly richer in
carbon dioxide.
It was halfway through the summer, and I had
been promoted from beach surveyor to scientific
scuba diver, a rigorous certification held by only
a thousand diving professionals. I could now
accompany Mo and Morgan on dives to survey
subtidal populations of sea stars. Today the results
did not look good. We were diving under the Friday
Harbor Labs dock, an ancient wooden structure
that began at the shore and extended past the
underwater cliff where the seafloor dropped to a
depth of sixty feet. I swam up and down each dock
piling, adding a little air to my buoyancy control
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

vest or letting a little out to keep myself from rising
or falling too quickly. I marked down only one
blood star, Henricia leviuscula, disease score 0, on
my waterproof checklist; it took me a full minute
to disentangle the pencil from its string with my
neoprene-encased fingers. Last years thriving
populations of mottled, sunflower, and ochre sea
stars had entirely disappeared.
I noticed a thick mat of green algae coating
the rocks and wondered what impact the lack of
stars might already be having on this microcosm
of the ocean. Were sea urchins and snails, the sea
stars’ prey, reproducing out of control? Would
they demolish the vegetation and replace it with
barrens? Would the life cycles of algae-dependent
microbes be unhinged?
I was preparing for my final ascent when
I noticed a strange color on the sandy bottom:
orange. I let out a stream of bubbles and sank to
investigate. It was the disintegrating body of a three-
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foot-long sunflower star, the monstrous icon of
On December second, four months after
Salish Sea waters. Several of the creatures twentyfour arms were missing; they had probably ripped I left Friday Harbor Labs, twenty-five authors
themselves off and inched away like zombie limbs including Dr. Harvell and Morgan published a
when they sensed their body’s impending death. joint paper describing a newly isolated pathogen,
Normally, if a sea star loses a limb to a crashing sea star-associated densovirus, as a probable agent
wave, falling rock, or heedless beachcomber, it can of wasting disease. The next day, headlines flashed
grow a new arm in a few months. Since most of across my Facebook news feed: “Scientists solve
the sea star’s vital organs are stored in its arms, mystery of West Coast starfish plague!” The study
an abandoned limb can also regenerate an entire was far less certain than its media coverage. One
body, but there is no evidence that severed arms drop of seawater contains ten million different
with wasting disease have a chance of surviving. viruses, none of which had ever been identified in
This sunflower star might have died earlier that a sea star, so the paper constituted an enormous
morning, but ocean currents and scavengers had step forward - but it was far from the complete
already reduced it to a lumpy stain on the seafloor. picture. The researchers had found this same virus
A handful of white ossicles - tiny shards of bone in museum specimens of sea stars dating back to
that comprised the living sea star’s skeleton - stuck 1942. If the virus existed seventy-two years ago,
out at odd angles like toothpick decorations in a they asked, why hadn’t an epidemic occurred
before now? Perhaps the virus mutated to become
tangerine Jell-O salad.
I began the laborious process of untangling more virulent. Perhaps the epidemic is a result
my pencil and made one final tick on my checklist. of sea star overpopulation. Or perhaps a critical
“Sunflower star, Pycnopodia helianthoides. Disease combination of pollution, ocean acidification,
rising temperatures, and habitat alteration has
score: 5.”

Untitled by Courtney Gerard
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol24/iss1/1
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tipped the scale in favor of the sea stars’ pathogens.
In other words, sea stars may have transgressed
their planetary boundaries.
A 2015 article in Science outlined a set of
nine planetary boundaries, such as freshwater use
and ozone depletion, within which the Earth is
likely to remain a “safe operating space” for human
beings. This safe space is illustrated in graphics as
a green zone. Beyond each of these boundaries
lies a zone of uncertainty, symbolized in graphics
as yellow, followed by a zone of high risk, depicted
as red. According to the paper, four of the nine
boundaries have already been exceeded: climate
change, biogeochemical flows, genetic diversity,
and deforestation. The study’s premise centers
on the fact that the relatively stable conditions of
the Holocene epoch, which has lasted for 11,700
years, are the only ones we know to be capable
of supporting modern human civilizations. As
humans push our planetary boundaries, the
paper’s authors warn, we may be driving the Earth
from the Holocene into its next geological epoch,
the Anthropocene, and we cannot know if new
conditions will be conducive to human societies.
Currently, we sit on the threshold between the
green and yellow zones of ocean acidification, a
planetary boundary measured by the concentration
of dissolved carbonate in seawater. Carbonate
minerals are the skeletal building blocks for many
marine organisms including sea stars, and it’s no
coincidence that the most productive oceanic
regions are supersaturated with carbonate. As we
burn fossil fuels, we release atmospheric carbon
dioxide, much of which dissolves into the surface
of the ocean and reacts with water and biologically
useful carbonate to form useless bicarbonate.
Already, scientists from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have
recorded upwellings of seawater along the Pacific
Coast undersaturated in carbonate.
By acting as a natural buffer, carbonate has
allowed the ocean to maintain a stable pH between
8.0 and 8.3 over the past twenty million years
despite vast fluctuations in atmospheric carbon
dioxide. Since the industrial revolution, however,
our burning of fossil fuels has increased the rate
of carbon dioxide emission to one hundred times
the previous rate. Carbonate is being used up more
quickly than it can be replenished by the slow process
of geological erosion. Soon, the buffering system
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

which has masked the effect of our carbon dioxide
emission will be depleted, and both atmospheric
and oceanic concentrations of carbon dioxide will
rise without check. Ocean acidity is expected to
increase by one hundred fifty percent by the year
2100, reaching levels not seen in twenty million
years. A famous graphic by NOAA illustrates the
progressive disintegration of a pteropod snail shell
placed in seawater with acidity projected for 2100:
the shell begins on day one as a firm, translucent
spiral; by day forty-five, it resembles a melted
plastic cup.
Sea stars support their bodies around a
framework of ossicles, calcium-carbonate spicules
embedded in the dermis. As ocean acidity rises,
calcium carbonate becomes less available for the
formation of ossicles, and sea stars could become
unable to maintain their skeletons.
As a summer intern, I now spend my days in
a basement lab of the Seattle Aquarium testing the
hypothesis that disintegrating bones may be one
factor in the sudden onset of the sea star wasting
disease epidemic. I manipulate the acidity and
temperature of three tanks, and every morning I
count the dead and evaluate the wounded. On a
good day, I lift the lid of Holding Tank Nine and
find only one decayed sea star. On a bad day, a
dozen severed arms inch up the walls, and pink
gonads spill like clusters of miniature grapes from
the bodies to which they belonged.
Trillions of organisms inhabit the oceans, and
the planetary boundaries for one of their keystone
regulators appear to have been transgressed. The
Pacific Coast may no longer be a “safe operating
space” for sea stars.
If the eighteen authors of the Science paper have
it right, we should fear surpassing the threshold of
planetary stability into the zone of uncertainty. As
we abandon the Holocene epoch of our civilization’s
birth for the Anthropocene, we risk the same fate as
sea stars. Our pathogens may gain the upper hand
on an Earth that no longer favors the survival of
our species.
If our time comes, who will be the investigator
dressed in a white hazmat suit, fumbling with her
pencil to record the last puddle of flesh and bone on
the kitchen floor? “Human, Homo sapiens. Disease
score: 5.”
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Angel with a Horn
DAVID JAMES DUNCAN

(Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, October,
1997)

A third sign then invited her, just as Dave
had promised, to drive any damned speed she liked
so long as it was “reasonable and prudent.” Risa
laughed. “Welcome to the land of Plain Fuckin’
Three chords and the truth.
Psychos!”
That’s all a country song is.
Pulling the Exploiter over, she opened the
—Willie Nelson
door, extended her leg, and placed a sandal down
on the frigid asphalt of her father’s home state.
If only.
Turning to the urn in the passenger seat beside
—Ona Kutar
her, thinking to speak to the ashes for the first
time, she was grateful for the darkness. Kendra
Keck had selected the urn. That it was made of
riving out of Portland after molded plastic didn’t bother Risa too much. But
Julian declared her “plain fuckin’ Kendra’s color choice—mauve—was an arrow that
psychoRisa’s escape velocity was tremendous. pierced its target. Knowing Risa would be the sole
The crimson Exploiter shot her faithfully up the recipient of Dave’s remains, her stepmother had
Columbia Gorge, north through the Tri Cities, chosen a receptacle that for fuck sake matched her
across the Washington scrub desert to Spokane, then livingroom sofa, loveseat, and armchairs.
east into the Idaho panhandle
On the day Risa had entered
before her aggravation eased.
her fresh-dead father’s triple-car
“Welcome to
But the aggravation had been
garage, she’d found a card table
the land of Plain upon which Kendra had placed
fuel. Without it, her eyes started
drooping. She checked the
Dave’s white broadcloth shirts,
Fuckin
’
Psychos!
”
car clock: 3 A.M. Too late for
bolo ties, fishing and camping
motels. Too early for cafes and
gear, urn of ashes, and a note,
coffee. Once she passed a string of little mining saying: “The things are yours. The card table is
towns—Smelterville, Kellog, Wallace, Compressor mine.” That arrow had hit its target, too. So far
District? (that’s what the sign said)—the hour no as Kendra knew, this table load comprised Risa’s
longer mattered. The interstate wandered up into entire inheritance. The house was worth close to a
a high mountain nowhere. Negotiating curve after million, and woulda-coulda-shoulda been at least
curve, Risa grew lethally sleepy. She then visualized, half Risa’s had Dave been a different kind of man.
or maybe dozed and dreamed, that she’d drifted off Risa hadn’t yet decided whether to fight Kendra
the highway, blasted through a guardrail, and lay in court for half the house’s value. What made her
crushed at the bottom of a ravine when a vindicated hesitate was her certainty that it was the “Month
Julian appeared, crowing, “ Fuckin’ psycho! I told you of Sundays” Dave had spent in Portland with Risa
not to take this trip!”
that had enabled Kendra to turn their house into a
Lurching upright, she rolled down her marital bargaining chip. That his late attempt to be
window, turned off the heat, and let the car grow a good father carried a price-tag of half a million
so frigid that the chattering of her teeth rattled her made the attempt as precious to Risa as it had in
into wakefulness.
fact felt. Even when he’d grown too sick from the
The freeway summited the mountains. chemo to drive and had to fly down after listening
“Lookout Pass,” said a sign.
to Kendra harangue him, likening his trips to see
She looked out. Pitch black. Then another his daughter to suicide attempts, Dave kept his
sign: WELCOME TO MONTANA!
promise and came down.

D
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Turning to the urn, Risa whispered,
“Wherever and whoever you are now, Dave, I want
you to know I’ve reached your home state knowing
you loved me. Your Month of Sundays nuked my
doubts about that. And I pray you died knowing, I
love you, too.”
Pulling back onto the freeway, she drove a
few hundred yards, scowled, then said to the urn,
“One more thing, Dave. Fuck mauve. First store we
see, I’m gonna get you a new outfit.”

fire gone out, speech stopped,
what serves as light
for woman or man?

The asphalt became concrete at the same
moment a green and white sign said, “Clark Fork
River.” Realizing she was on a bridge, Risa was
suddenly a child watching Dave swivel at the
steering wheel, craning to glimpse the water down
below. No sooner did she glimpse him than she
found herself doing the same swivel and crane. But
she’d seen nothing but black when her right tires
S THE EXPLOITER SNAKED its way hit a rumble strip and, very nearly, the bridge wall.
down into Montana, the headlights She veered back into her lane, adrenaline-charged.
began to light up names Dave used to “Jeez!
mention:
I had no idea your gawking-off-bridges habit
Thompson Falls. Hot Springs. Plains. Glacier Park. took skill!”
Kalispell. Missoula. St. Regis. To see the names was
More miles of blackness. Growing drowsy
to yearn to hear her father say them. A shard of that again, Risa turned down the heat, and tried the
troublesome classic, The Upanisads, popped into radio. On the one station she could find, a twangyher head:
voiced DJ was so broken up by static she started to
snap the radio off. Then she heard, “Next up, Willie
When the sun has set, moon has set,
Nelsons fresh take on Silas Duprees classic, ‘Angel

A

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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With A Horn.”’ She’d never heard of the song, but
her old college boyfriend, Grady, had loved the
Duprees. She left it on despite the crackling. An
acoustic guitar set out in slow waltz time. When
Willie chimed in, static be damned, Risa cranked it:
My cowboy pride and long lost bride
Left me so lost and confused
Hopped on my Harley, turned up Bob Marley
And rode to church for Good News
But when the news was her body
Squeezin' past me through the pews
I prayed Oh mercy, please don't curse me
Sweet King of the Jews

“Holy crap!” Risa laughed. “Are you hearing
this, Dave?”
The ashes jounced along in the urn, saying
what ashes say. But when a dobro slid in under the
guitar, a living shard of the father who’d been a
sucker for dobros seemed to slide into the Exploiter
to ride shotgun beside her—and oh, Willie Hugh!
That old hippie cowboy could make honey out of
another songwriter’s morning stool....
My will is strong, but church was long
Soon she was all I could see
Whether she'd kneel, or just set still
It was a love dance to me
We stood for song, her legs were long
Her voice was bright and sincere
And when she eyed me as if to try me
Jesus erased all my fear

“Damn!" Risa told the urn. “If Willie sang
an ode to John Wilkes Booth, Lincolns next death
day’d be bigger’n the Fourth! I felt that dobro making
your throat catch even though you’re ashes, Dave!
An’ that hymny organ’s got me drawlin’ an almost
bawlin’. Is Willie gonna nail Momma Moira next
with the six-part oooooo's of some big ol’ Southern
choir?”
Over the static, the song replied:

OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
“Good God!” Risa laughed. “I was joking!”

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol24/iss1/1
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Hear me Creator, it's You who made her
And You who lured me in here
My tree of knowledge says she's my college
And I'm enrollin' in there
Reception line, chills down my spine
My gaze gets lost in her hair
Her blazin' eyes, her rump and thighs
Dear Lord I'm walkin' on air
A woman’s voice joined Willie’s on a high,
haunted harmony, creating audio erotic tension
of a high order. The voice was clear; noble. It left
Risa feeling as if a lady of great beauty and virtue
had wandered into a biker honky tonk where a
reprobate stood singing on a smoky stage and, to
the amazement of all, stepped on stage beside him
and busted out a harmony. The voice was eerily
familiar, too. Then Risa had it: “Emmylou! You
wouldn't!"
Oh, Emmylou would....

We blast Bob Marley on my Harley
We find her home on the hill
And when we kiss, a sea of bliss
Is all our stoned souls can feel
OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
She reads my body like a Bible
Takes my lost heart by force
When she holds me, holy rolls me
I thank the Lordfor divorce
Each time she prays it's sweet Jesus
Each time she loves me, sweet porn
That's why I call her
My sweet angel
With a horn
“That wasn't the chorusl" Risa howled,
grabbing her head. “He didn’t say that!”
I thank You Lord that I've been floored
I praise Your works to the skies
Crazed by her hips, madfrom her lips
I crash an burn in her eyes

OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
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OOoooooooooooooooooooooooooU
The way she reads me like a Bible
Takes a lost boy by storm
Way she holds me, holy rolls me
Has this Lazarus reborn

The guitar, band and choir vaporized, and
Risa nearly expired from happiness when a lone
French horn joined Emmylou and Willie in aching
three-voiced a capella:

Yeah when she prays, its sweet Jesus
When she loves me, sweet porn
That’s why I call her
My sweet angel
With a horn
“Pope John Paul!” Risa shouted into the
night. “Saint Willie Nelson todayl What’s it take,
two miracles? That face, those braids, that voice, this
song. That’s five countin’ both braids! Saint Willie
Hugh. What a ring it’s got! You’ll convert half a
billion in a day!”
On the far side ofthe freeway, lights up ahead.
Some kind of twenty-four-hour establishment. She
spotted a billboard: Ten Thousand Silver Dollar
Saloon.
“Saint Willie, guide me,” she murmured,
and took the exit.
Giving the Saloon a miss, she pulled up to
the pumps, then felt embarrassed to climb out of
the Crimson Exploiter. She made a mental note to
stop by the first rental car agency she saw and filch
stickers that claimed her SUV belonged to Budget
or Dollar.
She filled up, washed the windshield,
strolled into the convenience store, used the
restroom. When she came back out the clerk at
the counter, a smoked-and-cured looking bouffant
blonde, said, “You’re up with the coyotes, hon.”
“But not before you, hon,” Risa said with
a smile, imitating the blonde’s Montana drawl in
accord with Saint Willie’s guidance. “Hey, I got an
odd request. I need three bags. Two brown paper,
one plastic. Just the bags, please.”
“Listen, hon,” the gal said as she handed
them over. “In Montana that don’t qualify as one bit
odd.” She eyed the dollar Risa proffered. “That does,
though. You keep that.”
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

Risa bought Dentyne with the buck,
thanked the clerk, and headed out the door.
Back in the Exploiter, she placed one paper
bag in the other, then both inside the plastic.
Turning to the urn, she opened the lid, tried to look
as invincibly matter-of-fact as the bouffant blonde,
and began pouring Dave’s ashes into the bags. The
task was proceeding smoothly, and Risa thought
she’d get through it all right—when a parade of
unexpected bone fragments clattered down like
smashed chess pieces. A cloud of Dave-dust rose
up into the still air of the car, then spun slowly,
refusing to settle. Sitting inside this galaxy of dead
fatherness, Risa was paralyzed. Minutes passed.
The galaxy kept spinning.
Rescue came from an unexpected
direction: the mauve urn. The outrageousness of
Kendra forcing Dave’s remains to match her decor
shattered Risa’s trance. Letting anger fuel her, she
dumped the rest of the ashes roughly into the bags,
waved aside the dead dad galaxy, throttled the urn
like a neck, slammed on the lid, kicked open the
car door, stormed over to the convenience store
trashcan, shoved the urn in through the swing-top,
let go, and relished the bang of it hitting bottom.
The bouffant blonde looked up. When Risa
waved, the woman’s sweet, worn smile was right
out of a Saint Willie tune. Back in the Exploiter,
Risa rolled the ash-bags tight shut, then obeyed an
urge to seat-belt them in place beside her. Sensing
fresh color pouring down through the air from
somewhere, she looked up as the unseen but rising
sun set visual fire to a blazingly gold larch tree atop
a pine-covered ridge.
Everything suddenly felt as bruised but
right as a dobro solo. “When this little adventure
is over,” she proclaimed to the ashes, “your
molecules’ll merge with the colors of your favorite
place and no others. Colors you loved with all your
life. No others.”
Smiling through a couple of tears, Dave’s
first-time-in-Montana daughter then eased,
reasonably and prudently, back onto the freeway
and turned east, toward the Elkmoons.

Angel with a Horn is a chapter from David James
Duncan’s forthcoming novel, Sun House.
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When sun stayed long on skin, on days
away from each other, he found a deer,

Knot

gone except its skeleton.
ELLIE ROGERS
Holding its bones in his hands
was like holding my hands.

He made of her a ring for me,
closed it in my palm enclosed in his palm.
Bonfires burn wound
up, singed battered oak leaves
ready to fall,
smudged starlight
cabling electric skyline—
our relentless attempts at conversation
with far darkness.
Under our feet, billions of lives hungered
for the leaf litter of autumn.
Sometimes, for warmth,
people choose each other
over fire. Such faith
in a body’s archived light.
The ring was evidence, I thought.
Sweltering nights with a knife.
He carved a hollow
admonition of absence.

The ring was
a dimming filament.
a confused root.
a tree’s lost limb’s round lack.
An o in my open palm now,
the ring outlines what is
missing:
Some wild creature gone except for this.
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Still Life with Wood by Julie Biando Edwards
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Transit
ELIZABETH O’BRIEN

The wet sun
is an egg yolk
were running
every stoplight

as if it’s not a milkrun
and I wonder
does love follow
where you go
does it tell you
when to stop

like every light
we’ve just blown by?
In time you will be
banal, maybe

love is in transit,
in places as you pass them,

window sills with pies.
But we fall asleep
so tender,
your palm against my chest
is a stoplight
blinking don’t go
yet, sunshine
bleeds onto us

through the blinds
a cosmic hit

and run,
here
and warm,
then gone.
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Passages by AZ Andis
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Passages
AZ ANDIS
oads are humanity’s vector to the planet and they connect us to each
other. They are the arteries between our communities and the gridwork
for our commerce. Every generation contributes to this patrimony of con
nectivity. Ironically, our effort to connect our communities has the opposite
result for wildlife. Roads bisect habitat and pose impermeable barriers to
wildlife. Modern nations dedicate two to three percent of their landscape
to roads. The cumulative effect of roads, including associated noise, lights,
de-icing chemicals, road-side mowing, trash, and population effects from
on-road mortality, extend to nearly twenty percent of the country’s total
land area.

R

To find the balance of connectivity, for humans and wildlife, the solution
is simple: fewer, more permeable roads. Determining what makes a road
permeable is a bit harder.

North of Missoula on the Flathead Reservation, the Confederated Salish
and Kootenai Tribes are trying. Highway 93, which runs longitudinally
along the valley, is punctuated by one of the densest numbers of wildlife
crossing structures in the world. Perforating this 50-mile stretch of road
barrier are over 40 wildlife underpass structures and one iconic, vegetated
animal bridge.
These images come from a monitoring project on Highway 93 which focus
es on understanding how to make roads more wildlife-friendly. We have a
long way and many miles of roads before we can approximate truly con
nected landscapes, but for every road we choose not to build, and for every
road we choose to build better, our impact on the globe attenuates, and we
contribute a little more to a legacy of real connectivity.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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Things Left Behind
BEN HORAN

he day the fire started it was one
of those hot August afternoons
where the creosote sweats black from the
railroad timbers and the raptors that hunt
along the fencelines don’t flap their wings but
every once in a while. Up the road a pair of
swaybacked drafthorses browsed over brittle
grass and dodged the sun beneath the few
alders that lined their fence. Get your things,
she told the boy, and he went to his room to
fill a bag with his folded clothes and dinosaur
books and the rock he found in the river with
the stripes of purple in it. Just one bag, they’ll
be here soon and we’ll have to go.
Upstairs, the boy looked around the
room. The errant things of boyhood were
scattered around or pasted to the walls.
Grass-stained blue jeans poked from under a
hastily made bed. Faded posters of the World
Series hung askew above piles of brokeback
National Geographies. A mason jar sat on the
dresser, half-filled with gifts of square shaped
coins and a small elephant carved of ivory. A
.30-30 shell all turquoise with corrosion and a
bone-handled folding knife.
The boy reached into the jar and
removed the heavy, pale-colored knife. He
opened the two blades and pressed them,
first one, then the other, against the meaty
part of his palm. They had been honed to
thin strips of rusted steel from two lifetimes
of sharpening but were dull now and didn’t
break the skin. He placed it next to the jar.
He walked down the stairs, setting
his feet carefully on the edges of certain steps.
He knew which ones squeaked in the middle
and tried to move silently even though now
the woman waited for him downstairs and he
wasn’t sneaking anywhere. The last three steps
creaked no matter where the boy stepped on
them so he leapt, with one hand on the wall
and the other on the banister, and set himself

T
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softly on the floor. Be careful, she said, and hurry.
She took a thick, worn book from the shelf
and held the soft leather backing between her hands.
The family album, she heard her mothers voice,
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is the only thing you go into a burning house for.
Between its covers were old photos of grandparents
she didn’t know and sunburned summers at the
lake. Birth certificates and death certificates and a
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wedding photo of her parents that was mostly all sprinkler from the garden to the roof of the house
yellow now. She didn’t open the book but tucked it and the smoke from the fire came more thickly and
under her arm and with her other hand held the it tickled the boy’s throat.
After the smoke wafted down the valley and
boy’s. He looked like he would cry. He didn’t and
through
the open window she answered a knocking
when she squeezed his hand he squeezed back.
on the door and it was another boy who looked not
Don’t cry, Momma, he said.
That morning before the fire started and a lot older than her own. He wore heavy leather
they had to leave it had been cool and dew beaded boots, green trousers, and a dirty yellow shirt. He
on the yellow grass behind their timber house. She told her that they would have to leave their home
made pancakes for the boy because it was a Saturday and that he would do his best to help. It was her
and the school bus wouldn’t come to the end of the mother’s home she said and now it’s just a house.
gravel driveway and open the door and take him The boy in the yellow shirt said yes ma’am and tried
away. The huckleberries were gone but she had a very hard to look solemn but couldn’t help the way
bag of them in the freezer and she put them in his the corners of his mouth curled like in a smile. She
wasn’t even sure she saw a smile as much as sensed
pancakes the way he liked.
She had gone outside and wetted the garden that it was there, the movement of his lips was so
with a hose so that the sun would not scorch the small. It was the kind of smirk that young men get
palegreen leaves of the butter lettuce heads. The boy when there’s a story to survive. They know it comes
had ridden his bicycle up and down the gravel road with heartbreak but sorrow in the telling will make

You can see everything that way, the old woman had
said, guiding the girl through the motions of shooting
the skinny coyotes that slinked just beyond the March
lamplight during calving.
and fed carrots and potatoes to the horses that lived
near them. He liked to feed them vegetables from
the garden and she scolded him but not so harshly
that he didn’t still sometimes sneak through the gate
and pull up a turnip or a carrot. They were chestnut
colored with tufts of blond around their feet and
very tall, but they seemed to like the boy and were
gentle when he fed them.
When the sky turned dark it was still warm
but the wind was blowing and the boy went home
and left his bike in the yard. She scolded him about
leaving his bike out in the rain and he said, I’m
sorry Momma and moved it to the shed where it
would stay dry and not rust later. She said it’s ok but
when lightning struck from the storm and the wisps
of smoke crept down the valley and in through the
kitchen window she said they would leave the bike
in the shed and hope it didn’t burn. She turned the

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol24/iss1/1
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them more a man, they think. She couldn’t hate him
for hoping for disaster and thanked him and he left.
Get your things, she told the boy. Just one
bag, they’ll be here soon and we’ll have to go.
They stood on the porch and waited for
the van that the boy in the yellow shirt had said
would come. She had no car and so they waited on
the porch. The boy asked, Momma can I feed the
horses if we’re leaving? The horses were still in the
pen and had not been moved even though up the
canyon orangeblack embers rolled down the steep
grassy slope and caught fire anew. Not now she said,
there’s time for that when we come back.
She liked the horses, too. A boy she knew
as a child had a palomino that they sometimes
rode. He would bring it to the pole fence behind the
school so that she could climb onto the timbers and
reach over its back with her leg. It wore no saddle
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and she sat behind the boy, arms wrapped tightly
around his bony waist. He held them on the horse
with his bare heels tucked tightly around the cream
and butterscotch ribs of the beast and her voice
made a funny thumping sound with every canter
step. Her hair sometimes would blow into her face
and stick in her eyes and mouth, but she was afraid
to let go of the boy to brush it away.
She wondered what happened to that boy
and if he’d become a man or stayed a boy like the
mottled, sad-eyed drinkers that stared too long
when she went to town. The smoke was thicker now.
It burned her eyes and she couldn’t see much past
the green painted cattle guard just up the road. A
warm wind blew across the porch and the low roar
of the fire up the valley was woven in the breeze
with the idling diesels of fire trucks and trembling
aspen.
They waited forty minutes and the van still
had not come. They played Eye Spy and Twenty
Questions to pass the time so that the boy would
not be scared. It seemed to the boy strange that
he was told to hurry, but now they waited playing
games. They were a child’s games and he was tired
of them soon, but agreed to another to distract his
mother so that she was not afraid. The wind came
down the canyon like an open oven door. Wait here
she said and moved the cast iron sprinkler to the
other side of the roof.
Woodsmoke choked the canyon now
and the sun, still high but late in the day, burned
through and took a bloodred hue. Red sky at night,
she said quietly so the boy would not hear. Red
sky at night, sailor’s delight. She found no joy in a
bloodred nighttime sky and she had winced at her
father yelling poetry at the cows through a barbed
wire fenceline while her mother cut onions for a
stew and didn’t notice the color of the evening at all.
It had been her mother’s home and after she passed
was just a house.
The bus came. It was short, with only room
for twelve passengers and a bag or two apiece.
Another boy in a yellow shirt sat behind the wheel,
soft blond bristles poking through a smudge of
black soot above his lip where perhaps he had
wiped his running nose. Come along, he said, in
a bureaucratic calm that fell to pieces when the
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screams began.
What’s that Momma, the boy asked, and
she pushed him gently onto the bus. I don’t know,
she said, and thought that she had never lied to him
before and never would again. She helped him to a
seat and through the screaming fought to keep her
hands still on his shoulder. Wait here, she said to
the boy behind the wheel. I’ll only be a minute. We
need to go he said but she walked to the house with
terse steps and didn’t look back at him or slow.
The horses that the boy liked to feed stayed
fenced in a five acre parcel with only a few trees by
the far edge back by the hill and young alder along
the fence. One of those partitioned hobby spreads
that pop up when the old die and the young come
home again to settle their affairs. Embers from
the fire rolled down the hill and touched off the
tall grass. The fire spread in an arrowhead shape
through the pasture and pushed the horses to the
corner until they pranced to stay above the flames
around their feet.
The chestnut color of the horse’s breast was
not so different from the wood stock of the rifle in
the basement. She felt its worn, smooth butt against
her cheek and looked through the kitchen window
and along the faded blue barrel with both eyes
open, like her grandmother had shown her. You can
see everything that way, the old woman had said,
guiding the girl through the motions of shooting the
skinny coyotes that slinked just beyond the March
lamplight during calving. You lose sight when you
close an eye.
Two shots rang out and the writhing in
the burning grass came to rest. A pause. A third
and a fourth shot came to quell the screaming,
the second shimmering chestnut mare knelt and
fell. The woman stood for a moment in the woody
pinesmoke and listened to the fire speak out from
up the valley. Low clouds of brown smoke and
glowing ash wafted through the open window. She
laid the rifle on a leather ottoman next to the worn
leather-bound album and walked slowly back to
the waiting boy.
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untitled
JAY CHERVIL

When they come
Will they find the books in the attic,
The oil cans hidden under the sink?
Will they take the grandchildren,
Cut their hair?
Teach them a new language
In which there is
No word for grandfather?
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Everything Meant Something, Once by Julie Biando Edwards
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Ever-moving World
EVA SAULITIS

esterday, a big wind came out of the
north. Gusts sledded down the bluff be
hind our house and dove into the forest
Every tentatively holding-on yellow birch leaf got
swept up and flung down. Standing at the sink,
I watched the air outside the window turn kalei
doscopic. The spangled air whirled. The world
williwawed in a yellow-gold storm. And then
the air cleared, just a few leaves tipping this way
and that, drifting to earth. By day’s end, the trees
were mostly bare, while the grass was covered in

Y

a weave of yellows: amber, buff, straw, goldenrod,
turmeric, ochre, agate, umber. The sky was bigger,
more violet gray, taking up more space between
canopy.
branches. Wind blew wild through the night, and
in the morning, though the temperature rose to
fifty degrees, and the wind was calm, the season
had changed, is changing still, in the ever-moving
world.

Path by Jayme Dittmar
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol24/iss1/1
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In Sogyal Rinpoches The Tibetan Book of Liv
But from this moment where I sit today,
ing and Dying, there’s a chapter called “Bardos and tapping at the computer keyboard at the kitchen
Other Realities.” On this morning after the day of table, I realize I’m looking at life from the inside
leaf-fail, I open the book to that section because of a bubble, my own biome. It’s a very particular
recently the Tibetan word “bardo” appeared in my biome. I’m dying of breast cancer. Time no longer
life. Someone said it at a party the other night. We stretches forward from under my feet to the hori
were standing in a garage eating pizzas we’d baked zon—the future. Time—the unknown quantity I
in a wood-fired oven when a man said he’d first have left on earth, anyway—feels like a hoopskirt
heard the term in a film, “Dyin^ to Know,” a doc- I wear, suspended from my hips, swaying, going
umentary about the friendship of Ram Das and with me wherever I go. Watching the leaves falling
Timothy Leary. And then,
yesterday, my chest hurt. The
he’d heard it again when his
dormant cycle of winter will
friend had dropped “bardo”
give way. Next May, the forest
casually into a phone conver
will
flush with green again. It
Children who grew
sation. “What are the chances
could very well happen with
up in the twilight
of that?” he asked us. In bed
out me. Nothing is lost in
and
sap-scent
and
that night, I was reading a
the scenario of next spring
story in a magazine, and there
except my anticipation of
wind-sough of spruce
it was again, “bardo.”
it, my own personal future
returned home from
tense, my taking that future
college to grasslands
It’s
an
ever-moving
for granted, that spring will
world, and yet sometimes,
come, and I’ll be here to see
studded with
we seem to be pinpointed at
it. I know, but grief gusts in
strangely sculpted
some cosmic crossroads, and
anyway.
snags, frozen in the
a new concept enters, then
changes, our lives. A friend
position of their
of mine says it’s the universe,
dying.
In June, a friend and
keeping its appointments
with us.
I walked beneath a road
shaped opening in the green
over-story of birches. I
mused to him that I never saw birch saplings in
In The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, this forest. When birches fell, no young ones grew
“bardo” is defined as “a gap between the comple to fill the gap. I worried for the future of this band
tion of one situation and the onset of another. Bar of woods uncommon in southcentral Alaska, a
means ‘in between,’ and do means ‘suspended’ or region dominated by meadows, cottonwoods,
spruce, and land cleared for houses with glorious
‘thrown.’”
views of Kachemak Bay and the glaciated moun
tains behind it. My friend explained that the birch
-e>
forest was transitional. It would give way, even
In the ever-moving world inside our minds, tually, to the climax forest of this place, which is
we’re forever in transition. We venerate the idea spruce. In the 1990’s, most of the spruce forest on
of living in the moment, but we rarely slow down the Kenai Peninsula, including my town, was de
long enough to do it. The last week of my life, the stroyed by a massive outbreak of spruce bark bee
first week of this October, something suddenly tles. Scientists attributed the outbreak’s unprece
became very clear. It arrived, this knowing, like a dented scope (not the first in recorded history, but
poem, out of watching the leaves falling. We live the worst) to a series of hot, dry summers, to a
our lives almost entirely by the future. And we warming climate trend. In years after, fires swept
through the landscapes of dead trees. Ecologists
don’t know until the future is torn away.
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call this “disturbance.”
Fire, windstorm, drought, insect outbreak,
cancer. They disrupt the ecosystem, what we come
to rely on. Communities on the Kenai Peninsula
grieved the loss of the forest. Children who grew
up in the twilight and sap-scent and wind-sough
of spruce returned home from college to grass
lands studded with strangely sculpted snags, fro
zen in the position of their dying. Windstorms
broke them. Homesteaders logged them and
heated their homes. My husband and I sided our
house with planks milled from their bodies. We
knew the forest would someday grow back, but we
would not live to see that climax forest again.

Why spend $174 on a thing? Dying is letting go
of things, turning toward intangibles, right? I
grieved for the way I used to live my life, blithely
accumulating boots and baskets and books with
out a second thought. I grieved the things of this
world. I grieved my bootless, bodiless future, the
loss of a future in which boots mattered.
Sometimes grief doesn’t attach itself to any
thing in particular, and it simply descends. It’s
weighted, not like leaves but like ash-fall. Watch
ing the trees get stripped, I grieved not for living
beings, or things, or places, but for what holds all
of it: the completely illusory idea of the future.
"€>

This week I’ve felt immobilized by bouts of
grief. It took those falling leaves to mobilize it, to
identify the source of it. You might be thinking,
well of course, grief. Of course it’s there for some
one dying of cancer. Dying is letting go, increment
by increment, of everything that has constituted
your life. And when you think about it, that is a
good description of living through time, shedding
things, from a placenta nub to baby teeth to ad
olescence to menstruation. But when you die of
cancer, death takes on definite form. Wind is in
visible until a rush of falling leaves gives it form.
We suddenly see the swirling, breathing motion of
wind. We suddenly see the end of things.
With a terminal diagnosis, you get a certain
measure of time to say goodbyes, to make amends,
or to let go of what can’t be amended. What mat
ters most becomes acutely clear, and you shed ex
traneous things fast, like that windstorm yester
day: the leaves were going to fall. But without the
wind, they might have lingered up there for an
other week. Sometimes you grieve in anticipation
of letting go. Shopping with a girlfriend the other
day, I sat on a bench in front of a display of shoes
and boots while she tried on jeans. My abdomen
was stretched by cancer-fluid; I felt imprisoned in
my body. My eyes roved the wall, landing on an an
kle-high boot in a pleasing shade of spruce-green.
I imagined wearing them with this or that pair
of pants. I even checked out the price. But there
was no impulse to try them on. Why buy a pair
of boots I’d wear for perhaps a matter of months?
What does a dying woman need with new boots?
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Physicists in the 1930’s identified a “ghost
particle” accompanying electrons—the neutri
no. A byproduct of radioactive decay, neutrinos
generated by nuclear reactions on the sun stream
through the earth, our bodies, animal bodies, all
matter, at a rate of billions per second, unseen.
Without neutrinos, there would be no sunlight, no
us. They are streaming through my hands, through
the birch leaves, through the trunks and branches,
through my cancer, and yet physicists little under
stand them, and the more they plumb, the more
mysteries open outward. Writer Kent Meyers, in a
2015 article on neutrino researchers in The Atlan
tic, writes “I began to think of neutrinos and dark
matter as whispers: the most intimate messages of
the universe’s voice, carrying its closest secrets to
ears that are all but deaf—or perhaps more accu
rately, immune, because so other-natured.” Every
thing, everything, is moving.

Lately I’ve been watching a Steller’s jay come
once a day to my deck to feed on sunflower seeds
I scatter on the railing. The jay stabs the seeds into
one of my planters, which is made of a straw-like
substance, storing them for leaner times—for a
future.

Sogyal Rinpoche writes: “We can divide the
whole of our existence into four realities: life, dy
ing and death, after-death, and reibirth. These are
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the Four Bardos:
the ‘natural’ bardo of this life
the ‘painful’ bardo of dying

the ‘luminous’ bardo of dharmata
the ‘karmic’ bardo of becoming”

The experience of cancer has been a kind
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of bardo. Since cancer, I have lived my life in the
presence of death. For two and a half years since
my cancer came back in the lining of my right
lung, then the lining of my abdomen and heart,
I’ve undergone various treatments to slow or
temporarily halt the cancer’s progression. When
one treatment stops working, another is tried. In
breast cancer chat rooms, women post comments
and following their first name, you can see below
it a list. It is the timeline, the abbreviated story,
of their disease, the dates of its arrival and prog
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ress, and of the progression of treatment. The list
begins with date of cancer diagnosis. The list does
not begin with a birth date for the life of the wom
an, but a birth date for the life of her cancer. It
is almost as though you’ve been reborn as a body
with cancer, identity tied to its chronology. Here,
for example, is how my cancer bio would look if I
joined such a chat room:

Dx 04/10, Stage IIB, 2 cm, 5/15+ nodes,
ER+/PR+, Her2-, 5/13 Stage IV, dx mets to
right lung pleura, ER-/PR-, Her2 equivocal
Surgery 5/12/2010 Mastectomy: Right
Chemotherapy 6/1/2010 AC + T
Radiation 10/15/2010 Breast
Hormonal Therapy 10/15/2010 Arimidex
Chemotherapy: 8/2013 Xeloda
Chemotherapy: 3/2014 Vinorelbine
Targeted Therapy: 3/2014 Herceptin
Chemotherapy 10/2014 Carboplatin + Taxol
Chemotherapy 8/2015 Kadcycla

There is movement here, but just looking at
the list I feel claustrophobic, as though it seeks to
trap me in its narrowly defined narrative—a story
of me with cancer. The other day a friend asked
if I’d checked to see if there were any innovative
treatments for breast cancer available in Canada.
I could devote my life to turning over every stone,
and some people do. When I step back and imag
ine myself doing so, I see a woman circling a patch
of dry ground, her eyes focused downward, stoop
ing to tip over a stone, or kicking it over with her
boot-tip, spiraling toward a center that never ar
rives. I want to live, and meanwhile, the stream of
neutrinos flows past and through me, on and on.
+>

The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying de
scribes a foreign notion of dealing with physi
cal suffering. Physical suffering creates a bearing
down, a narrowing of perspective, until I am a
captive in my body. The other night, my bel
ly hurting after a meal with friends, feeling as
though I’d swallowed not the Moroccan lentils
but the forks and knives, I crawled into bed and
opened the book. It described the practice of Ton-
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glen. In our contemporary culture, we’re encour
aged to draw boundaries. We’re scolded for mar
tyring ourselves, for taking on the pain of others.
Listen, we’re told, don’t absorb. As a child, raised
in a Catholic home, I knew nothing of contempo
rary psychology. When my sister had a migraine
headache, I prayed God would give it to me. Jesus,
afterall, died for my sins. The Tibetan Buddhists
express it differently. In Tonglen meditation, you
imagine everyone on the earth who is suffering in
a similar way as you, and you imagine breathing
in all of their suffering, melding their tumors and
their pain with yours, and breathing out healing
to them. Breathing in pain, breathing out healing.
You dedicate your personal suffering to the end of
all suffering. I tried it. I imagined others with me
tastases like mine, lesions oozing fluid into their
abdominal cavities, caking up their intestines,
wrapping around their stomachs. I imagined all of
us in our beds at the same time. I felt myself move
out from my body, expand out of my personal sto
ry. Instead of feeling a growing burden, a burgeon
ing tumor load, I felt more space. When I stopped
pushing it away, my pain opened, broke apart, like
the autumn forest canopy after wind, fragments of
sky bounded by the thinnest of branches.
+>
The state the Tibetan Buddhists call “the nat
ural bardo of this life” begins with birth and ends
with dying. It’s a transition from one transition to
another transition, endlessly moving.

In art, I love the way form contains, com
presses, holds, bounds. In an ever-moving word,
we crave order: four seasons, four bardos, poems
composed of couplets or quatrains, villanelles,
sonnets, the seventeen syllables of a haiku. In high
school, my piano and oboe teachers introduced
me to the sonata, often a four-movement compo
sition. It’s interesting how audiences so want to
clap at the end of a sonata movement, even though
the conductor keeps his one hand raised as he
turns the page, even though the program lists the
four parts as making up the whole. A movement
ends with what sounds to us like resolution. We
anticipate it—that sense of ending. The sonata is
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unresolved until the close of the last movement.
It’s uncomfortable to sit in the gap of silence be
tween them. Studying poetry, I learned that half
the poem was found in the silence. Robert Bly
calls a poetry of intentional gaps “leaping poetry.”
The magic, the secret, is in those gaps, as much as
it is in the words we land upon.

ical blue seem to form far out past the snow-cov
ered peaks. It is the far edge of a cloudbank or
weather front. I’ve longed for my body to be able
to follow my eyes to find its source, out of whatev
er darkness fills me. I long for that clarity, though
I will never get there. The future is a place past the
bounds of my own self.

-e>

‘0-

My therapist, who’s worked with me for the
last five years, since the beginning of my cancer
bardo, told me the other day that I must slow way
down. “Make a moment into an hour,” she said.
“Make an hour last a week.” Make a moment into a
movement, I think. When around me, people live
in the future, this is not easy to do. In the bardo
of living, the future shapes our days, not the mo
ment. We save, we plan, we bank on tomorrow, we
mark dates in our calendars, we anticipate end
points to projects and travel dates and submis
sion deadlines. While we cut lemon cucumbers
for refrigerator pickles, we anticipate picking up
our daughter, taking her to tea after school lets
out. We imagine the crunch of the pickle in the
mouth of our son, the bitten pickle held in a pa
per towel as he stands before his math homework.
The future creates form for us, and purpose. The
moment is the boundless space.

This afternoon, the wind picks up again, and
it swirls the leaves lying on the ground and on
our deck. The leaves that remain high in the trees
stubbornly cling. The alders that ring our yard re
main green. Eventually, those leaves will wither
on the branch, and clatter to the frozen ground.
The wind has shifted to the southwest, and it drov
ers gray, light-backed clouds in a steady progres
sion over the bluff and across the peninsula. The
clouds seem to come from some endless source,
out over the Gulf of Alaska.
Winters, I’ve watched an oval of nearly trop

“One of the central characteristics of the bardos is that they are periods of deep uncertainty,”
writes Sogyal Rinpoche. The bardo is “a contin
uous, unnerving oscillation between clarity and
confusion, bewilderment and insight, certain
ty and uncertainty, sanity and insanity.” He says
that these oscillations create “gaps,” spaces where
“flowering” or transformation can occur. Instead,
we move from event to event, passing right over
the gaps. In the days when I felt immobilized by
my grief at dying, when I felt outside of time, the
future-driven human project, I lost my motiva
tion, and it scared me. Everything slowed down,
yes, but in a way that made me unable to get up off
the couch except by force of will and inner scold
ing. Push through it, a voice in my head nagged.
My time was running out, and I was filling it with
nothing. I was in the gap, but unable to recognize
it. I sat staring out the window for hours, watch
ing the comings and goings of birds who ate down
all the seeds I sprinkled out in a matter of hours.
I rousted myself to give them more. If I couldn’t
participate in the project of furiously living on
my own borrowed time, I could support it in oth
er beings, make some small contribution to the
whole endeavor: the frantic, gorgeous, agonizing
bardo of living.

In all seasons, I’ve sat at this kitchen table
writing, looking up to watch light changing on
a mountain, Grace Ridge, visible in an opening
in the birch forest. One fall, I photographed the

A movement ends with what sounds to us like resolution.
We anticipate it—that sense of ending.
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mountain every day, even when it was obscured
by storm clouds. It was like the mezuzah in my
friends entryway, which she reminds me to
place my hand upon before I walk out the door.
I climbed Grace Ridge three times in three sum
mers, and then, when I stopped being able to
climb mountains, it became again a landing place
for my eyes and mind. The weather passing over it
came and went. But it felt unmoving, solid.
This time of year, snow falls on the moun
tain, then melts, again and again. Today it is stip
pled with white. During that fall years ago when I
photographed the mountain every day, and wrote
about it and dreamed about it, I heard of a film
called “My Mountain.” The filmmaker set up a
camera on a mountaintop and filmed the weath
er and seasonal changes continuously, day after
day. My imagination became the camera that set
itself on top of Grace Ridge, placed my own body
on the tundra and let the snow fall upon it, let it
freeze up with the tiny tundra plants, let it thaw,
let the wind blow over it, let it transform into
bones, let voles chew it, let moss cover it. Even
when I couldn’t see the mountain, even when I
was far away, it remained. Blueberries ripened
and withered. Strange, bronze discs—boletes—
sprouted upon it, then dried in the wind. Moun
tain goats trampled the slopes. Marmots whistled.
Storms came and went, the wind whipped up and
died down.

The future
creates form
for us, and
purpose. The
moment is
the boundless
space.

I died. I died and the mountain remained. I
died and leaves on the birch trees budded above
what was once my yard. I died and the nettles
pushed up through layers of fallen birch leaves. I
died and one day, a wind came and the leaves blizzarded down. And the snow came, and the snow
went. I died and you died and the ever-moving
earth continued on and on. We died and the earth
continued and changed. And so—living, dying,
dead, reborn in other forms—did we. There is a
future. It is beyond us, like that oval of blue be
hind layers of mountains, beyond weather. It is
not ours to have or to hold. There is a future. It is
the mountain. It is the earth.
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Book Review
How to Navigate Loss: Helen Macdonald’s H Isfor Hawk
MEGAN MCINERNEY

or Helen Macdonald, the line between
human and wild has always been a bit
blurred. As a child, she tried to sleep with her
arms folded behind her back like wings. “I had an
obsession with birds,” confesses the English writer,
naturalist, and University of Cambridge Affiliate
Research Scholar in her award-winning memoir, H
Is for Hawk. When the human world is too much
to bear in the wake of her fathers sudden death,
Macdonald, an experienced falconer, grieves in
an unusual way: she attempts to train a Northern
goshawk, the wildest and most notoriously difficult
of predatory birds.
As the reader quickly discovers, there
is a world of difference between a falcon and a
goshawk. Falconers rarely attempt a goshawk
without previous experience flying easier birds;
goshawks are considered the worst to train because
they are strong, big, and fierce. Macdonald could
have chosen a tamer bird, but she had demons to
conquer. “The hawk,” she explains, “was everything
I wanted to be: solitary, self-possessed, free from
grief, and numb to the hurts of human life.”
A sophisticated narrative refracts meaning
the way a prism does light, revealing multiple
stories within a story. Macdonald s layered memoir
reads like a falconer s guide (we learn about falconry
techniques and terminology, hawk behavior, and the
practices ancient roots); a lyrical handbook on how
a world of savage, courteous despair.” Whites story
to navigate loss — of loved ones and in the natural is a backdrop against which Macdonalds appears in
world; and as a biography of T. H. White, author high relief. Like a hawk deftly navigating hedgerows,
of The Once and Future King and The Sword in the Macdonald steers the reader through interweaving
Stone. White wrote Macdonalds favorite childhood narratives over the course of282 pages of breathtaking
book, The Goshawk, which chronicles his attempt, prose.
in the 1930s, to withdraw from human society and
Fleeing civilization in search of solace in wild
train a hawk while living in a cottage in the English places has long been a hallmark of nature writing.
countryside. “Like White,” says Macdonald, “I Macdonald roots herself firmly within this tradition
wanted to cut loose from the world, and I shared, too, in her memoirs opening pages, when recurring
his desire to escape to the wild, a desire that can rip dreams of goshawks and fits of insomnia lead her
away all human softness and leave you stranded in to seek the elusive birds in Englands dark forests.

F
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The challenge of training Mabel — her goshawk — detached. When she warns against the dangers of a
lends Macdonald a clear sense of purpose after her bird’s eye view, Macdonald echoes environmentalist
father’s death. It also allows her to shut a door on the Naomi Klein’s exhortation that humans, having
outside world. In this space, alongside the ghost of viewed the earth as a blue marble from outer
T.H. White, Macdonald works hard to tame a thing space, began to think of themselves as omniscient,
that cannot, by its very nature, be tamed. During her controlling outsiders. When we “look down at the
time with Mabel, Macdonald confronts a new and earth from above, rather than up from the roots and
terrifying kind of wildness: the inner landscape of a soil,” Klein argues, we risk losing touch with who and
grieving, broken self.
what we are. The power of Macdonald’s book lies in
Mabel teaches Macdonald what it means her understanding that the fate of the earth and our
to pay attention. After a while, Macdonald begins own emotional lives depends on how and what we
to see the world from a bird’s point of view. She choose to see. “People do not look very hard,” says
longs to “possess the hawk’s eye. To be the watcher; Macdonald. “We are very bad at scale. The things that
invulnerable, detached, complete.” Macdonald live in the soil are too small to care about; climate
surveys her surroundings through a lens of loss and change is too large to imagine.”
finds a world that also grieves: “hawk populations
As a result of human impacts from Land
were in freefall from agricultural pesticides. Skeletal Enclosure and hunting, goshawks in England
elm trees were chopped down and burned. The were extinct by the end of the nineteenth century.
otters were gone, rivers were poisoned, there were In the 1970s, falconers quietly brought the birds
guillemots drowning in oiled seas. Everything was back, importing and releasing them into the wild.
sick. And we’d be next. I knew it.”
Their existence in England today, Macdonald
At a museum exhibit of a California condor, says, challenges the notion that the wild is always
Macdonald laments that wild animals are something untouched by human hearts and hands.
disappearing from both the wild and peoples’ “The wild,” she says, “can be human work. Wild
everyday lives, “replaced by images of themselves in things can be made from human histories.” H Is
print and on screen.” The rarer they get, Macdonald for Hawk is a beautifully stirring book, not only
believes, the fewer meanings animals can have. for its commemorations of loss, but in its vision for
Eventually rarity is all they are made of, and “in potential healing and regeneration. H, as it turns out,
this lies the diminution of the world.” How can you is also for hope.
love something, how can you fight to protect it,
Macdonald asks, if all it means is loss?
H Is for Hawk takes the reader on a flight
path through grief’s stages, but it also offers a lesson
in how to successfully rise above darkness and
Helen Macdonald is a writer, naturalist, and
despair. To heal her pain, Macdonald flees to the
wild because “the nature books I’d read had told me an Affiliated Research Scholar at the Department
so.” Once there, she allows herself to fall so deeply of History and Philosophy of Science, University of
into the hawk’s world that she almost loses touch Cambridge. Macdonalds books include Shaler’s Fish
with her own humanity. This realization comes to a (2001), Falcon (2006), and H is for Hawk (2014). H
crescendo when Macdonald finds herself ruthlessly Is for Hawk was awarded the 2014 Samuel Johnson
tearing a live rabbit to pieces with her bare hands. Prize and the Costa Book Award.
In a contrary swerve from classic nature writing,
H Is for Hawk is available from Grove Press.
Macdonald concludes that the notion of complete
healing in the wild is “a beguiling but dangerous lie.” $26; 282 pages.
Human hands, she decides, are for holding other
human hands, not hawks.
The wild can be a powerful place for healing,
but Macdonald wants her readers to know that there
are dangers in too much isolation — in being too
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Coda

Form
AIRICA PARKER

Glacier tracks
mark riverbed
like railroad
with shattered
rails. Chartreuse
splashes white
in elongated
slices. A thin
shadow oars
upstream,
filling itself.
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Sara Anderson A University of Montana alum, Sara is
currently finishing a season as a crew leader with the Montana
Conservation Corps based out of Bozeman, Montana. She is a
plant lover, avid bird watcher, chaser of butterflies, and recent
convert to appreciation of the endlessly diverse world of other
insects.

Megan McInerney lives in Missoula, Montana, where she
is earning an M.S. in Environmental Studies. She believes that
without stories, we do not know who we are or who we might
become. Her flower essence is Green Fairy Orchid.

AZ Andis is a conservationist and award-winning filmmaker
and photographer who focuses primarily on the environment
of Southeast Alaska. He is currently a Master’s student of
Environmental Studies at the University of Montana.

Elizabeth O’Brien lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota, where
she earned an MFA in Poetry at the University of Minnesota.
Her work—poetry and prose—has appeared in many literary
journals, including New England Review, Diagram, Sixth Finch,
Whiskey Island, decomP, PANK, CutBank, Ampersand Review,
Swink, Versal and others.

Jay Chervil lives just outside Whitefish, Montana, surrounded
by his quiver of boats, works as a boatman in Alaska surrounded
by his friends, travels in South America, and hangs out with his
grandchildren up in the canyon.
Jayme Dittmar is a University of Montana Environmental
Science and Natural Resource Journalism graduate student, a
visual storyteller and an Alaskan Range denizen. She only uses
the media equipment that will fit into a dog sled.

David James Duncan is the author of numerous books,
including the best-selling novels The River Why and The Brothers
K. He lives with sculptor Adrian Arleo in western Montana,
where he is wrapping up a novel called Sun House, which fuses
his loves for Asian and Western wisdom traditions, acoustic folk
and blues music, and the mountains, river valleys, and wildlife
(a few people included) of the American West.

Julie Biando Edwards lives, writes, hikes, dreams, takes
photos and travels from a small house at the foot of a mountain
in Missoula, Montana.

Nina Finley A lifelong admirer of mosses and salamanders,
Nina is a junior biology-environmental studies major at
Whitman College in Walla Walla, Washington, where she
captains the Lady Sweets ultimate frisbee team. Nina is a biology
laboratory assistant by day, a chemistry tutor by night, and a
bird-watching guide in between.
William Flemer is a documentary and nature photographer
from Princeton, New Jersey. He is studying photography, creative
writing, and environmental studies at Prescott College, and has
shown at the Sam Hill Gallery in Prescott and been published in
the Albion Review.

Courtney Gerard is an environmental journalist from
California. When she isn’t writing, you will find her running
through the mountains, swimming in rivers and bagging
Montana’s highest peaks.

Kelly Halpin has lived the majority of her life in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming. After graduating from Art Center College
of Design with a BFA in film, she transferred her interests to
illustration. Kelly’s art is inspired by nature, street art, comics,
and animations. Some of her favorite subject matter includes
surrealist takes on biology, astronomy, and folklore, as well as
quirky characters in everyday objects and animals.

Erik Nelson is a naturalist, artist and photographer.

Airica Parker’s works appear most recently in Driftwood
Press, CALYX, The Fiddlehead, and Lalitamba. The Poetry
Foundation selected her as a 2011 finalist for a Ruth Lilly
Fellowship. An accomplished performer, instructor, and healer,
Airica makes her home in Colorado. Learn more at airicaparker.
com.

Diana Roffman has been published in Ping Pong Magazine
and Hot Metal Bridge. She is an MFA candidate for poetry at
The University of Montana. Diana is originally from New York,
New York
Ellie Rogers recently graduated from the MFA in Creative
Writing program at Western Washington University in
Bellingham, Washington. She is currently whittling her thesis
poems into a book.
Eva Saulitis is the author of four books of poetry and creative
non-fiction, and her work has appeared in Orion, The Sun,
Salon, OnEarth, Utne Reader, and many other publications. Her
home ground is Prince William Sound, Alaska.

Hailey Schofield Wild Mountain Ink is created by artist
Hailey Schofield in Missoula, MT. She is inspired by the
mountains of the west and the beauty of wild places. With
this sense of place, she renders the natural world into forms
of repetition created while exploring the wilderness. Her art
features a blend of realism accented with abstraction. Through
this she explores her passions, spirituality, and sense of self.

Max Seigal loves the element of the unknown when shooting
wildlife, and he lives for those precious moments when hours of
patience and determination result in breathtaking photographs.
If there’s one thing he’s taken away as a photographer, it’s that the
magic of the natural world is all around us. The reward, however,
comes to those who are patient.
Dov Weinman has published poetry in the Whitefish
Review and Poetica Magazine and recently finished an M.S.
in environmental studies at the University of Montana.
He currently lives in the Philippines as a Coastal Resource
Management Peace Corps Volunteer.
Daniel Winthrop
Grew up in the mountains
Can’t seem to leave them.

Ben Horan is a freelance writer based in Missoula, Montana.
If he’s not cruising around on two wheels, you can probably find
him looking for quiet places by foot or by ski. He blogs weekly at
thegentlemanatlarge.com.
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